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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Chin line: Marks where the bo�om
 of your chin should end.

Shoulder line: Shows where the top
of shoulders circles need to be 

Center chest line: Points out the center
of the pectoral,  or chest.

Belly bu�on/Elbow line: Indicates where 
you need to place elbow joint circles for 
both arms. Aso where the belly bu�on of
your person should be. 

Hip joint line: Shows where hip joint 
circles need to be placed. also acts as the 
top of the hand shape. 

Finger �p line: Simply tells us how far our 
longest finger �p should go. 

Bo�om kneecap line: Tells us where we 
need to place the bo�om of our knee joint

Bo�om of calf muscle: This line marks the 
center of the leg bone and serves more
purpose when adding muscles.

Soles of feet = Ground: This line marks 
the ground/ soles/ bo�om of the feet .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

2.5.

9.

Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step1 : Last week you created a propor�onal “s�ck skeleton” that was 8 heads tall.
This week you will transform that s�ck skeleton into a well propor�oned person. Begin by drawing that “s�ck skeleton” 
lightly on your work page.
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2.5.

9.

Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step 2 :  Now that you have your lightly drawn s�ck skeleton you can start to add thickness or muscle 
to the body. Start this by drawing thin oval shapes from the circle joints of each shoulder. Draw the same 
oval shape from the shoulder joint circle to the elbow joint circle. Con�nue this �ll you have outlined you skeleton 
like I have done Below. Don't forget we are s�ll drawing lightly in this step, these shapes will serve as a guide as we 
con�nue our drawing. (NOTE: If you have Internet check the schools web site in the distance learning sec�on 
under  art for a video  reference.)
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2.5.

9.

Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step 3: Once you have your muscles drawn, it is �me to start to erase the s�ck skeleton.
Erasing the “s�ck skeleton” should leave you with the shape of a person as shown below.
At this point you have a blank person that is ready to be detailed .
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Top of Head line: When you daw in
 your head the top of it should start there.

Step 4: In this step you will draw in your persons face using a face map method and then adding details. This is your 
chance to turn this person into whoever you want. Some exapmples are: Spartan Warrior, Viking, Greek/Roman
God, Queen/Princess, anyone from history, or even yourself. So get crea�ve! 
Once you are done adding the defining details to you character start to erase any muscle lines that do not need to 
be seen anymore. 
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Finished: Once you have removed all the ununnecessary lines, your drawing should be close to done. If you have 
access to colors you can customize it even further. Congratula�ons, you have drawn a propor�onal person! 
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Don’t Sanitize Nelson
Mandela: He’s Honored
Now, But Was Hated
Then
If we turn the late South African leader into a nonthreatening moral icon, we’ll forget a key
lesson from his life: America isn’t always a force for freedom.

Peter BeinartUpdated Jul. 11, 2017 5:29PM ET 
Published Dec. 05, 2013 7:40PM ET 

Reuters

REMEMBER
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Now that he’s dead, and can

cause no more

trouble, Nelson Mandela is

being mourned across the

ideological spectrum as a

saint. But not long ago, in

Washington’s highest circles,

he was considered an enemy

of the United States. Unless

we remember why, we won’t

truly honor his legacy.

In the 1980s, Ronald Reagan

placed Mandela’s African

National Congress

on America’s official list of

“terrorist” groups. In 1985,

then-Congressman Dick

Cheney voted against a

resolution urging that he be

released from jail. In 2004,

after Mandela criticized the

Iraq War, an article in

National Review said his

“vicious anti-Americanism

and support for Saddam
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Hussein should come as no

surprise, given his

longstanding dedication to

communism and praise for

terrorists.” As late as 2008,

the ANC remained on

America’s terrorism watch

list, thus requiring the 89-

year-old Mandela to receive a

special waiver from the

secretary of State to visit the

U.S.

From their perspective,

Mandela’s critics were right

to distrust him. They called

him a “terrorist” because he

had waged armed resistance

to apartheid. They called him

a “communist” because the

Soviet Union was the ANC’s

chief external benefactor and

the South African Communist

Party was among its closest

domestic allies. More

ADVERTISEMENT
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fundamentally, what

Mandela’s American

detractors understood is that

he considered himself an

opponent, not an ally, of

American power. And that’s

exactly what Mandela’s

American admirers must

remember now.

We must remember it

because in Washington

today, politicians and pundits

breezily describe the Cold

War as a struggle between

the forces of freedom, backed

by the U.S., and the forces of

tyranny, backed by the USSR.

In some places—Germany,

Eastern Europe, eventually

Korea—that was largely true.

But in South Africa, the Cold

War was something utterly

different. In South Africa, for

decades, American presidents

backed apartheid in the name

of anti-communism. Indeed,

the language of the Cold War

proved so morally corrupting

that in 1981, Reagan, without

irony, called South Africa’s

monstrous regime “essential

to the free world.”.
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In South Africa, it was the

Soviet bloc—the same

communist governments that

were brutally repressing their

own people—that helped the

ANC fight apartheid. In the

1980s, they were joined by an

American and European anti-

apartheid movement willing

to overlook the ANC’s

communist ties because they

refused to see South Africa’s

freedom struggle through a

Cold War lens. At a time

when men like Reagan and

Cheney were insisting that

the most important thing

about Mandela was where he

stood in the standoff between

Washington and Moscow,

millions of citizens across the

West insisted that the ANC

could be Soviet-backed,

communist-influenced, and

still lead a movement for

freedom.
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They were right. When it

came to other countries,

Mandela’s leftist ties did

sometimes blind him to

communism’s crimes. In

1991, for instance, he called

Fidel Castro “a source of

inspiration to all freedom-

loving people.” But at home,

where it mattered most, the

ANC was a genuine,

multiracial movement for

democracy. And so the

Americans who best

championed South African

freedom were the ones who

didn’t view freedom as

synonymous with the

geopolitical interests of the

United States.

Therein lies Mandela’s real

lesson for Americans today.

The Cold War is over, but

mini-Cold Wars have

followed. And once again,

American elites, especially on

the right, have a bad habit of

using “freedom” as a

euphemism for whatever

serves American power.

Thus, American politicians

frequently suggest that by

impoverishing the people of
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Iran with ever-harsher

economic sanctions, and

threatening to bomb them,

we are promoting their

freedom, even though the

people risking their life for

democracy in Iran—people

like dissident journalist

Akbar Ganji and Nobel Prize

winner Shirin Ebadi—

passionately disagree.

Mandela challenged that.

Like Martin Luther King, who

publicly repudiated Lyndon

Johnson’s claim that Vietnam

was a war for democracy,

Mandela rejected George W.

Bush’s idealistic

rationalizations of the Iraq

War. In 2003, when Bush

was promising to liberate

Iraq’s people, Mandela said,

“All that he wants is Iraqi

oil.” When Bush declared

Iraq’s alleged pursuit of

nuclear weapons a threat to

the planet, Mandela had the

bad manners to remind Bush

that the only country to have

actually used nukes was the

United States. Mandela’s

message to America’s leaders,

born from firsthand
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experience, was clear: Don’t

pretend you are pure.

As with King, it is this

subversive aspect of

Mandela’s legacy that is most

in danger of being erased as

he enters America’s pantheon

of sanitized moral icons. But

it is precisely the aspect that

Americans most badly need.

American power and human

freedom are two very

different things. Sometimes

they intersect; sometimes

they do not. Walking in

Nelson Mandela’s footsteps

requires being able to tell the

difference.

ADVERTISING
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‘G
The South African reality di�ers from the Western lore.

o safely Umkhonto. Umkhonto we Sizwe. We the members of the Umkhonto have pledged ourselves to kill them

— kill the whites.” These are lyrics from the anthem of Umkhonto we Sizwe, or “Spear of the Nation.” The

organization is better known as the MK, the military wing of the Marxist African National Congress (ANC). The

MK was established by its commander, Nelson Mandela, to prosecute a terrorist war against South Africa’s racist

apartheid regime.

Mandela had been out of prison for about two years in September 1992 when, fist clenched in the “black power” salute, he

was filmed singing the anthem with a number of his comrades. Interestingly, but not ironically, as Mandela and others

repeated the refrain about killing Boer farmers, it was a white man who stood next to him, similarly clench-fisted and

singing. The man’s name is Ronnie Kasrils. A Soviet-trained terrorist who helped Mandela found the MK, Kasrils was a

member of the Central Committee of the South African Communist Party.#ad#

So was Mandela. No surprise there: Communism was, and remains, the animating ideology of the ANC. That makes it the

enduring tragedy of South Africa.

I admit to finding this week’s Mandela hagiography tough to take. It was, to be sure, predictable. As we’ve observed time

and again, once the culture and the institutions of opinion have been surrendered to the Left for two or three generations,

you cannot be too surprised to wake up one day and find that the United States is no longer the country you’ve so

confidently described as “right of center.” Still, while high-wattage fawning was to be expected in the mainstream media,

the conservative press, too, tripped over itself to praise Mandela. That was disheartening.

Race, of course, is at the bottom of all this. We are all properly repulsed by the apartheid system of legally coerced racial

segregation. Institutionalized racism is a thing of the past in the United States, but the blight lingers, overshadowing the

heroic moral crusade to overcome it and become a nation that fully lives its founding ideals. An event like Nelson

Mandela’s death, like the airbrushing of Mandela in life, becomes less about him than it is an occasion to reaffirm our

historic, impersonal guilt — it being as facile to proclaim the ability to redeem other people’s sins as to exhibit charity with

other people’s money.

Nevertheless, it is worth remembering — particularly here at NATIONAL REVIEW — that the modern conservative movement

has never been about liberty as an abstraction. Its trailblazers, led by William F. Buckley Jr., championed liberty in the

context of a death struggle against Communism — a “death struggle” precisely because Communists were committed to

the destruction of liberty, typically posing as champions of “democracy” as they labored to divide and conquer societies.

In South Africa, the fissure to exploit was race — with the added advantage that apartheid was immoral because it rejected

the equal human dignity of every citizen. The ANC, however, were no freedom fighters. The armed struggle Mandela led

was not to give every South African an equal opportunity to enjoy the fruits of liberty. It was a will-to-power struggle to

give the Communists dominion over the country.

POLITICS & POLICY

Remembering Mandela, without Rose-Colored Glasses
LISTEN TO THIS ARTICLE

By December 14, 2013 9:00 AMANDREW C. MCCARTHY
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As Ron Radosh recounts in the most clear-eyed Mandela remembrance to be found this week, Mandela fully accepted the

positions of the South African Communist Party and used its strength to turn the ANC to terrorism. Western journalists

want to bleach this history into a noble “people’s war” against an evil, murderous, racist regime. It was hardly that.

The MK led a terrorist insurgency that included bombings of public places. It killed many, many more civilians than it did

members of the regime’s security forces — copiously including women and children. Indeed, it killed many more people

than the approximately 7,000 black South Africans who, according to the post-apartheid Truth and Reconciliation

Commission, were killed by the regime during the 46 years of apartheid. In fact, twice that number, over 14,000 people,

were killed between 1990 and 1994 — the period during which the ANC was legalized and black-on-black violence became

rampant, just as it is in South Africa today. The ANC systematically killed rivals for power and suspected regime

informants — most notoriously, by the savage method of “necklacing,” in which a tire filled with gasoline was hung around

the terrified victim’s neck and then set on fire.

As Ron Radosh further recounts, Mandela struck alliances with the world’s worst Communist thugs. A particular favorite

was Fidel Castro, the leader of a Cuba that, Mandela brayed, “stands out head and shoulders above the rest . . . in its love

for human rights and liberty.” He similarly courted Moammar Qaddafi, Yasser Arafat, and the totalitarian regimes of

North Korea and Iran.

Mandela was thus, naturally, stinging in his rebukes of the United States. In 2002, President Bush — much like the press

this week, preferring to see the Mandela of Western lore rather than of South African reality — presented him with the

Presidential Medal of Freedom. A year later, after the American invasion of Iraq, Mandela ripped the U.S. as “a power with

a president who has no foresight and cannot think properly,” who was “now wanting to plunge the world into a

holocaust. . . . If there is a country that has committed unspeakable atrocities in the world, it is the United States of

America.”

He is deservedly lauded for not following the path of Zimbabwe’s monstrous Marxist dictator, Robert Mugabe.

Nevertheless, the thunderous ovation Mugabe received upon arriving at the Soweto stadium for Mandela’s memorial

service spoke volumes about “democratic” South Africa, and where it is headed.#page#

Defying fears justified by his past, Mandela did not allow South Africa to slide into civil war upon becoming president in

1994. Nor did he immediately fulfill the revolutionary hopes of his fellow Communists. Nevertheless, as the South African

journalist Ilana Mercer recounts in Into the Cannibal’s Pot, a searing if depressing account of her country post-apartheid,

approximately 300,000 South Africans have been murdered since the day, almost 20 years ago, that Mandela took office.

Admirably, Mandela served one term and relinquished power, setting an example of political transition rare in his corner

of the globe. In his term, however, he made capitalism the scapegoat for apartheid and set in motion the government-

orchestrated redistribution of wealth, to the great benefit of his ANC cronies. He perversely called the program

“deracialization of the economy” — even though the gradual, racially driven divestment of white South Africans is the

program’s obvious aim. He made Ronnie Kasrils minister of the defense forces. Kasrils would continue to serve the

Communist party and the post-apartheid government for years after Mandela stepped down, including in a stint as head of

the intelligence service.#ad#

Under one-party leftist domination since 1994, South Africa has become a Third World basket case. It vies with Iraq and

Colombia to be the world’s most violent country. In a country of 43 million, the official estimate of 60 annual murders per

every 100,000 people (compared to six in the U.S. and fewer than two in the EU), is a gross understatement: Interpol pegs

it at nearly twice that amount, for a staggering 54,000 homicides per annum. Rape is so commonplace it is estimated that

one occurs every seven minutes (with one report putting it at one every 26 seconds). Most of the crime is black-on-black,
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but it is open season on whites — especially white land owners — as one would expect in a place where ditties like the one

Mandela was filmed singing in 1992 remain immensely popular. A million white South Africans have fled the country.

It may not be a civil war. But it is surely the slide into dystopia that is Communism’s inevitable end. Giving Nelson

Mandela his due should not mean obscuring that fact.

— Andrew C. McCarthy is a senior fellow at the National Review Institute. He is the author, most recently, of Spring

Fever: The Illusion of Islamic Democracy.

ANDREW C. MCCARTHY is a senior fellow at National Review Institute, an NR contributing editor, and author of BALL OF
COLLUSION: THE PLOT TO RIG AN ELECTION AND DESTROY A PRESIDENCY. @andrewcmccarthy
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4L Latin Distance Learning 

– Week of May 11-15 –

Directions: 

- Re-read our new Ch. 37 grammar notes (Week 4)!
- On the page labelled “Latin Exercises”, write your 

name and class (hour) in the top right, and 
complete #1-4 to turn in.

(Optional) Enrichment: 

- This week, I’m including the second lesson from

Geoffrey Steadman’s excellent commentaries on

Caesar’s Gallic War, going over the next 10 lines

of that landmark work!

As always, please reach out to me with any questions 

you have (including the “enrichment” work)! 

Magister FeichtPage 23



Enrichment (optional):
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LOGIC

LESSON14 Was Slavery Good or Bad? 

In this lesson you'll read viewpoints written before the Civil War defending and 
attacking slavery in the South. They have been summarized and edited. Read them 
and answer the questions. 

ViewpointA 

(l) Jf ha.s he&i Jlte j5iactice in but ce$ili extermination would be ..
all cqu:titries a11d in all · ages, in . their fate, . .

.. ·-· 
some degree; ·tq .geyelop the type · ( 4) those · who criticize Negr9 ..of gqvernment i:tccordirig fo .· the I · h uld · · b ······ th . WaJ1Js, intelligeµoo, . and moral savery .s • 0 teID.el11 er \ _at
levels of the nations or•·· individu;1ls siavery here f�li�vestb-e Ne@:0. :li"()lij_• • • • • • • • • • • •· • •· • • • • • afar more cruel �la.v_ery<in :Africa,t_g. lj¢ go.verged: A higlily moral an.cl o.r .. · .. ·.·. fr.a.•. m ... · · .. ·.···.·•.·•. · ·.i.d ... o.Ja ... tty .. -.•.•·•. , (.f: ... als.· .. e.·•• ··•·.·.r. e.· .. ligi. o. n ... s). -111Jell¢9tuaL people, lil<:e the :!J.-ee d ·15 li d b 1

.:.·.c.·.i.•.t.i.•.z .. ·.•·en .. ·······s· of ... aric.ieht A.t.h .. e.:n ... s, a.re bes. t an G<lililJ.a- .Sgt, .an.· •. every• .. · ... wm ..•· · · · vice> and•crinie that clin disgrace governed by>a democracy. No_w, _it hlJ!Wl.tiify}an'dthat it Christiil)ii:zes, is <clear that Athenian . derµocrac>7 · prot¢cts, .supports and civiliz�s hnµ;· _would notsµit a Negro natioJJ, lior 
·•.th.;1-tit .. ·.g. ove. m. s.hi ..... 't11farbett.e.rthanfr._eewill the gpvernmet1t ofJ1ierelaw · I b · th N rth d s .. u ... ffi .... · ... c .... e.·. for. the.in.· di.·vi .. ·.dual. N. e.gr·.·.<J ... ·.·•·.H ...... e.• ·_a. orers m ... e O 

·. are goverpf • 
- 'J')iere, wifeciptu:der h;lS become a ts but a grown-up cnilcl, arid nJtist · niere liqliday pastime; an4 wl:iertJ _sobegoyerned as achild. Tliema_ster· manywivesarer-nurdered;ii:lniosta_ll occupies toWardsCltim Jhe plai;e .. of ·· must be brutally treated. Nay 1)1c;5fe::patentor guarclia.n. ·.. men who killtheirwivesofttea.ttherrr·. 

{2}$ccg:ii�l&, _ the Negro is brutally, m11sfbe i:e'a�y'fora,lL1giidf-
ex:travaga11t;°hll will not_ fay up in of crimes; and.the. caleµdatofcpme 
suinlnet.forthe•wants of winter; · he in the Nortl;i proyes theiliferenc;e tQ 
wiM1_1ofal)g.fiajula.te 111 youth for the be correct Neg:roes never kifftheir 

••.needsof:6ldage, He. would bec;o:me wives. Ifjthe objeGted tha.tJegally 
· �ll ID$4tt'ei:able burden . to. ·. society, they have no.Wives, · then W¢ reply;
Sq{iefyJll.s. the right to prevent this, tha(in_carrex:perienpe of rilore•··.tb_ati 

. and.¢@: only do so .by subjecting Jiim · · Jorty)':e.,i:1J,"_w-� 11eyer yefheard of a 
. Jo dQttiesfic slavery: 

· 
· Negro lnatr.lcilling a Negro woniah: 

(3}Jiithelast place, _theNegrorace Ourijegroes are n,ot 9-nlybetter off 
is iiiferiQr to the · white race, and ; J!$-tQ' pliystcaf comforts · tllan fi-ee 
living in their midst, they wouldoe J,aoorers, lllit theirinoral. condition is

86 

far
.
· otjtstfipped . ot · otit;witted (itt tile better. 

Chase ••· of free cp111petitiQtt: · Gradual 

[continued on next page] 
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Music Lesson No. 5:  

Music as Conversation 

 

The Classical era (1750-1828) of music history is known for music that is elegant, 

entertaining, and emotionally restrained. Composers of the time tried to incorporate 

order and symmetry into their music, creating a kind of architecture in sound. In keeping 

with the ideas of Enlightenment philosophy, they also thought of music as a kind of 

conversation among equals. These musical conversations are found in the works of 

Classical era composers such as Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.  

 

One way that these composers suggest conversation is through commentary. When an 

instrument states a melody, another instrument will play a contrasting passage that 

“comments” on that statement. In Mozart’s “Hunting” Quartet, the middle two 

instruments play the melody (at 1’22’ in the video), then the higher-pitched violin 

comments (at 1’25’’). Listen a little further to see if it happens again. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIUPPOToij4 

 

They also use imitation, where the same snippet of melody is passed from one 

instrument to another. Imitation implies that everyone is in harmonious agreement. 

Impassioned argumentation, common in earlier music where rhetorical persuasion was 

the model, is rare in Classical-era music. In the Mozart quartet, each instrument waits its 

turn as the melody (marked with a *) is passed from lowest to highest instrument. This 

passage is at 2’10” in the same video:             

  *   

Violin 1                           
Violin 2         *    
 

Viola             * 

Cello         *  
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Another conversational technique in Classical era music is symmetrical question-and-

answer phrasing. The melody begins with a question, then an answer of the same 

length completes the melody, creating a symmetrical structure. This is symmetry that 

we can both see and hear, as in Haydn’s “Surprise” Symphony, below. The question (Q) 

and its answer (A) are each four measures long, in a soft (piano) volume. These eight 

measures are then repeated (the second line in the music below), but Haydn changes 

the “punctuation” of the answer to a loud fortissimo (ff) exclamation point – surprise! 

Listen here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLjwkamp3lI 

        Q (four measures)         A (next four measures) 

 
 

 

In Classical-era music the melody is often in the highest, most prominent part, with 

harmonic support from lower-pitched instruments. Beethoven reverses these traditional 

roles by starting his String Quartet, Opus 59, No. 1, with the melody in the lowest part 

and the higher instruments in the background (at 1’10” in the video). Then the 

instruments trade roles, with the melody in the violin (at 1’22”). Beethoven also takes 

question-and-answer to a new level by splitting the four instruments into two duets, 

where the viola and cello answer the two violins to create a musical dialogue (at 1’52”). 

The cello comments on the violin melody (at 3’54”). Also listen for imitation of the first 

four notes of the opening melody. The dialogues and musical commentaries continue 

throughout this piece, creating a richly-layered conversation where you can really hear 

the personality of each instrument. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXLKu-HglnM&t=259s 
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For Further Exploration 

Mozart “Starling” Variations. From a concerto for piano and orchestra, this piece has all 

the hallmarks of musical conversation. Listen for symmetrical question-and-answer 

phrases, dialogues between string and wind instruments and among individual wind 

instruments, role-trading between the orchestra and the solo piano, piano commentary, 

and more!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsdfPVM0stI&t=92s 

 

Vocal Quartet from Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Here the conversation includes the words! 

This scene from one of Mozart’s Italian-language operas involves four characters: Don 

Giovanni, Donna Anna, Don Ottavio, and Donna Elvira. Anna thinks Giovanni might have 

killed Anna’s father, and her fiancé Ottavio is helping her get to the truth. Elvira is trying 

to warn them about Giovanni’s true nature, while Giovanni hopes to convince them that 

Elvira is crazy. By the end of the quartet Anna’s suspicion is confirmed. As you listen, 

notice how the music dramatizes the complicated personal dynamics among the 

characters. Elvira starts the quartet after a spoken passage between Giovanni, Anna, 

and Ottavio, at 1’20 in the video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6oQy22dcQc  

 

Donna Elvira (to Don Giovanni): Ah, I've found you again, faithless monster! 

Donna Elvira (to Donna Anna): Do not believe, unhappy one, 

in that faithless heart! 

The villain has already betrayed me! 

Now he seeks to betray you. 

 

Donna Anna, Don Ottavio: Heavens, what noble bearing, 

what sweet majesty! 

Her pallor, her tears 

fill me with pity! 

 

Don Giovanni: The poor girl is mad, my friends, 

leave me alone with her, 

she's mad, my friends. 
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4L Science Ms Twedt May 8         Reading and Instructions 
 
This week we will be looking at the science of balance. You will be conducting an experiment and then turning 
in the formal lab report included in the work packet. I have broken down the information for you and included 
a lab format sheet for guidance. 
 
For this experiment you will go outside on a grassy area. You need to be far away from any sidewalk or road- 
you will get dizzy. The experiment will test your abilities after spinning around. You do not have to spin until 
you get sick! I spin three times and it effects my performance, but I am a light weight. You will do the written 
tasks (on task sheets included) and two physical activities (which you can choose) before and after spinning 
around. It is helpful to have a family member to time your tasks. You will be testing your ability to perform a 
task before spinning and then after spinning. Read this entire packet before starting. Have fun, be safe! 
 
So, you will be testing your abilities before spinning and then your abilities after spinning.  
 

1.  Fill in the “task sheet without spinning” included in the worksheet packet. This is the controlled study. 
You must do two tasks, but you can do more if you would like. 
 

2. Then go outside on the grass, safely away from sidewalks, roads, driveways, and any hard surface. Spin 
around (decide how many times before you start). Then fill out the “task sheet after spinning”.  
 

3. Then do at least two physical activities of your choice- examples are given in the reading (example- 
tossing and catching a ball)- before spinning. This is the controlled study. You will have to create a chart 
for your data and include it in your final lab report. 
 

4. Then repeat those activities after spinning. You will then enter this data into a chart in the data section 
of the final lab report. 

 
5. You are testing your ability to perform tasks when the brain is receiving mixed messages. 

 
6. Fill in the experiment information on the worksheet included. 

 
It may take reading these directions more than once. Again, just turn in the lab sheet and data sheets 
including the “task sheet”. Also, please ask me any questions you may have.  
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Ms Twedt 4L Science 
 

Background: The body's key balancing and equilibrium center lies within the ear and is known 
as the vestibular system. It is a collection of inner ear structures close to—but independent 
from—those that amplify and transmit sounds to the brain. Rather than sound, the inner ear's 
vestibular system conveys information about motion and position. This system tells us, even 
when our eyes are closed, if we are standing tall or balancing on our head, leaning forward, or 
leaning backwards, leaping up or falling down.  

Sensation of motion primarily comes from a series of fluid-filled tubes within the vestibular 

system called the semicircular canals. These small, enclosed loops embedded within both sides 

of the skull help us sense the direction, angle, and speed we are moving whether we're going up, 

down, forward, backwards, or turning in circles. The semicircular canals detect motion using 

the fluid inside the canals and microscopic hair-like nerve endings that line the inner surface of 

the canals. When we are sitting still, the fluid and hairs are basically at rest. When we begin a 

motion like a turn, the liquid begins to sway inside the loops and triggers the hairs to send nerve 

signals to regions of the brain that recognize and interpret the initial motion. As we continue to 

turn, as in a series of rapids spins, the fluid picks up speed (angular momentum) within the 

canals and, because of inertia, continues to move and send signals to the brain even after we 

have come to an abrupt stop. 

That's when the sensation of feeling dizzy begins. It's explained by a clash of conflicting 

information coming into your brain from your eyes, inner ear, and specialized nerve endings in 

your muscles and skin. Your eyes and limbs are telling it one thing (I've stopped spinning or 

turning), while the fluid in the semicircular canals is telling the brain something different (I'm 

still going around). It's the same reaction that occurs when someone gets seasick or motion 

sickness. In these examples, the eyes are fixed on a relatively immobile spot like the deck of a 

boat or the inside of a car. So, the eyes are not sensing the shifts of motion that the inner ear is 

detecting every time the boat hits a swell or the car leans into a curve. Your brain finds these 

mixed signals disorienting, and soon the message becomes very clear that you'll have to settle 

the sensory dispute or risk an upset stomach. 

 https://www.sciencebuddies.org 
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4L Science Ms Twedt 
 
This experiment asks students to examine how the sense of dizziness (physiologic vertigo) affects someone’s 
ability to perform basic physical and written tasks. Here is the information for the formal lab sheets you will 
turn in. 
 
Problem: 
Based on the observation that spinning causes a feeling of vertigo, someone might wonder how a loss of 
equilibrium might affect their ability to perform basic tasks. 
 
Hypothesis: 
 
1. State a testable hypothesis to answer the following question(s):  
 Example: 

If a loss of equilibrium affects a person’s ability to perform simple tasks, then the person will not do the 
tasks as efficiently after spinning because the brain is receiving mixed messages. 

 
2. Test the hypothesis.  
 
Materials: 
List the materials you are using in the Experiment 
 Example: 
 Written task sheet 
 Pencil 
 Basketball 
 
Procedure: 
  Example: 
 1.Perform the written #1 task on worksheet without spinning 
 2. Time the activity on the task worksheet 
 2. Spin around three times 
 3. Perform the written #1 task on worksheet after spinning 
 
 
 Design an experiment that tests a hypothesis for the question above. 
 

I. Describe the procedure you will follow in detail, make sure you justify your procedure by explaining how 
you will maintain control of the experiment. 

 
Your procedure MUST include at least 2 of the written tasks available on your worksheet, and at 
least 2 physical tasks of your choosing. 

 
II. Identify the following factors in your experiment: the independent variable, the dependent variable, the 
constant(s), the control group, and the experimental group. 

 
III. Describe the types of quantitative data and qualitative data you will collect during your experiment. 
  Examples of Quantitative data- numbers 
  How many times you can toss and catch a ball? 
  How long it takes you to toss it five times 
  How many times you drop the ball? 
  The time it takes to complete the writing 
 Examples of Qualitative data 
  Did you use both hands to catch the ball? 
  Did you fall  
  Did your feet move 
  Did you stay on the line when writing? 
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4L Science-Ms Twedt 
 
IV. Control group vs. Experimental group                                                          

Conduct a control study by doing the activities without spinning and then do the activities with 
spinning. 

 

   
V. Conduct the experiment according to your procedure, make sure to collect both  
quantitative and qualitative data during the experiment. 
 
 
 

Additional questions you may want to explore in your experiment: Enrichment 
 

1. Are there degrees of vertigo, or is it an either/or condition? (in other words, does more spinning 
cause more significant vertigo?) 

 
2. At what point does vertigo set in? (how much spinning is required to induce the feeling of vertigo?) 

 
 
 
 
 
Data: Add a chart in your final lab report 
 Example: 
   Time            Time 

 Not spinning  After Spinning 3 
times 

 

Bounce 
the ball 
5 times 

 
 30 seconds 

 
No mistakes 

 
55 seconds 

 
Dropped the 
ball after 2 
times 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 

         Follow the conclusion questions on the Science Lab Format Sheet 
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4L Science Ms Twedt 
 
 
 
 

Science Lab Report Format  
 
 Lab reports should be neatly printed in pen (blue or black) or word processed/typed        
  
Title:  The Science of Dizziness 

 
 

 
Problem Question  

• Question is clear, complete, and testable. 
 
Hypothesis  

• The hypothesis is written to show a prediction between two variables. 

• It must be testable. 

• It should be written in an if…then…because format. 

• If = relates variables, then = prediction, because = why. 
 
Materials  

• All the materials, including quantity, should be listed. 

• Aligned on the left side. 
 
Procedure  

• Lab procedures should be written as instructions for performing the lab. 

• Write as numbered steps, aligned on the left side. 

• No personal pronouns; use commands. 
 
Data  

• Include task sheets and data tables you draw on your lab sheet provided 

• Label independent and dependent variables, when appropriate. 

• Show any calculation that you performed on the data (be sure numbers are clearly labeled). Use averages when 
appropriate. 

• Include multiple trials. 
 

Conclusion 

• Conclusions should be at least a paragraph in length and addresses the following ideas: 
 Restate the problem question & hypothesis. 
 Restate the independent and dependent variables. 
 Summarize the experimental data. Be sure to include specific data in the conclusion.  Explain/analyze your 

results. Give meaning to data. 
 Explain how the hypothesis is either supported or rejected. 
 Possible reason(s) for error. 

Relate experiment to real world or develop related new questions. 
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